We present a study of 107 galaxies, groups, and clusters spanning ∼3 orders of magnitude in mass, ∼5 orders of magnitude in central galaxy star formation rate (SFR), ∼4 orders of magnitude in the classical cooling rate (Ṁ cool ≡ M gas (r < r cool )/t cool ) of the intracluster medium (ICM), and ∼5 orders of magnitude in the central black hole accretion rate. For each system in this sample we measure the ICM cooling rate,Ṁ cool , using archival Chandra X-ray data and acquire the SFR and systematic uncertainty in the SFR by combining over 330 estimates from dozens of literature sources. With these data, we estimate the efficiency with which the ICM cools and forms stars, finding ǫ cool ≡ SF R/Ṁ cool = 1.4 ± 0.4% for systems withṀ cool > 30 M ⊙ yr −1 . For these systems, we measure a slope in the SFR-Ṁ cool relation greater than unity, suggesting that the systems with the strongest cool cores are also cooling more efficiently. We propose that this may be related to, on average, higher black hole accretion rates in the strongest cool cores, which could influence the total amount (saturating near the Eddington rate) and dominant mode (mechanical vs radiative) of feedback. For systems withṀ cool < 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , we find that the SFR andṀ cool are uncorrelated, and show that this is consistent with star formation being fueled at a low (but dominant) level by recycled ISM gas in these systems. We find an intrinsic log-normal scatter in SFR at fixedṀ cool of 0.52 ± 0.06 dex (1σ RMS), suggesting that cooling is tightly self-regulated over very long timescales, but can vary dramatically on short timescales. There is weak evidence that this scatter may be related to the feedback mechanism, with the scatter being minimized (∼0.4 dex) for systems for which the mechanical feedback power is within a factor of two of the cooling luminosity.
INTRODUCTION
In roughly a third of all galaxy clusters, the central density of the intracluster medium (ICM) is high enough and the central temperature low enough that it ought to cool in a few billion years. This rapidly (in a cosmological sense) cooling region, referred to as a "cool core", occupies the inner ∼100 kpc, or ∼10% of the virial radius (e.g., White et al. 1997; Hudson et al. 2010; McDonald et al. 2017) and is centered on the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) . Integrating the total ICM mass within this inner region and dividing by the cooling time yields estimates of ∼100-1000 M ⊙ yr −1 for the ICM cooling rate for a typical massive galaxy cluster (e.g. White et al. 1997; Peres et al. 1998; Allen et al. 2001; Hudson et al. 2010 ). Calculations such as this, made shortly after the discovery of the ICM, implied massive "cooling flows" of gas falling onto the central BCG in nearly all relaxed clusters (see review by Fabian 1994) . Searches for this gas at cooler temperatures consistently found far less cold gas and young stars than predicted (e.g., Johnstone et al. 1987; Heckman et al. 1989; McNamara & O'Connell 1989; Crawford et al. 1999; Donahue et al. 2000; Edge 2001; Edge et al. 2002; Hatch et al. 2005; O'Dea et al. 2008; McDonald et al. 2010 McDonald et al. , 2011b Hoffer et al. 2012; Molendi et al. 2016) , which became known as the "cooling flow problem". Stated simply, and summarizing the afore-cited results, the central galaxies in relaxed, cool core clusters appear to be forming new stars at ∼1% of the rate predicted by estimates of the ICM cooling rate.
With the advent of high resolution X-ray imaging from the Chandra X-ray Observatory it soon became clear that cool cores were not nearly as relaxed as they had first appeared. These new observations revealed that the ICM in the most relaxed looking clusters is highly dynamic, primarily due to the effects of powerful jets from radio-loud active galactic nuclei. These radio AGN are found at the center of every cool core cluster (Sun 2009) , and their effect on the ICM can be directly observed via large bubbles in the hot gas, which appear to be inflated by the radio jets (e.g., Bîrzan et al. 2004; Dunn et al. 2005; McNamara et al. 2005; Rafferty et al. 2006; Forman et al. 2007; McNamara & Nulsen 2007; Bîrzan et al. 2008 Bîrzan et al. , 2012 Hlavacek-Larrondo et al. 2012 . These bubbles rise buoyantly to large radius, often allowing an estimate of the duty cycle of AGN feedback when multiple generations of bubbles are observed (e.g., Bîrzan et al. 2012) . Together with buoyant bubbles, AGN heating is also distributed in the ICM via cocoon shocks and turbulent mixing (Gaspari et al. 2013 , for a brief review). The amount of mechanical energy in these jets is sufficient to offset radiative losses due to cooling, leading to the idea that "mechanical feedback" may be responsible for preventing runaway cooling of the ICM (see reviews by McNamara & Nulsen 2007; Fabian 2012; McNamara & Nulsen 2012) .
At around the same time that the effects of AGN feedback on the ICM were becoming clear, advances in high spectral resolution X-ray and ultraviolet observations revealed a dearth of cooling at low temperatures. Results from the Reflection Grating Spectrograph (RGS) on XMM-Newton revealed that the bulk of the ICM cooling was being quenched at temperatures ∼1/3 of the ambient core temperature, or roughly ∼1 keV for most clusters (see review by Peterson & Fabian 2006) . These spectroscopic observations set upper limits on the amount of cooling below ∼10 6 K at roughly an order of magnitude lower than the classical prediction (e.g., Peterson et al. 2003; Voigt & Fabian 2004; Peterson & Fabian 2006; Sanders et al. 2010; Pinto et al. 2014 ). These high quality X-ray observations corroborated early findings from the FUSE satellite and more recent findings with the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph on HST, which found that the cooling rates through ∼10 5.5 K (probed via the O vi emission line in the far-UV) were "closer to 30 M ⊙ yr −1 than to the originally suggested values of 10 2 -10 3 M ⊙ yr −1 " (e.g., Bregman et al. 2005 Bregman et al. , 2006 McDonald et al. 2014; Donahue et al. 2017) . Improvements in data quality and analysis, both based on X-ray spectroscopy and far-UV spectroscopy, have supported an emerging picture: the bulk of the ICM cooling is suppressed at high temperatures, but, on average, roughly 10% of the classical cooling prediction is observed at lower temperatures (McDonald et al. 2014) .
More recently, efforts have shifted away from the question of how much cooling is occurring, and have instead focused on what physical conditions lead to, or trigger, the development of cooling instabilities. While the specific details vary, most studies agree that thermally unstable cooling in the ICM develops when the cooling time becomes comparable to or shorter than some characteristic dynamical timescale (e.g., Gaspari et al. 2012b; McCourt et al. 2012; Sharma et al. 2012) . Recent numerical works by Gaspari et al. (2017b) suggest that the turbulent eddy time may represent the timescale of the nonlinear condensation process, while studies by Voit et al. (2015) and Li et al. (2015) advocate for the free-fall time as a dynamical timescale. McNamara et al. (2016) have suggested thermally unstable cooling ensues when warm gas is lifted outward by rising radio bubbles. This process would be governed by the infall timescale of a cooling gas parcel, which is bracketed by the free fall time and the timescale set by the terminal speed. These works all paint a picture of thermally unstable cooling into warm and cold clouds that feed mechanical AGN feedback (e.g., chaotic cold accretion; Gaspari & Sadowski 2017) .
In this work, we attempt to address the question of how tightly regulated is the cooling-feedback loop in the cores of galaxy clusters. We have assembled a sample of >100 galaxy clusters from the literature, spanning ∼3 orders of magnitude in mass, ∼6 orders of magnitude in black hole accretion rate, ∼5 orders of magnitude in cooling rate, and ∼5 orders of magnitude in BCG star formation rate (SFR). By approximating the "cooling efficiency" as the ratio of the BCG SFR to the ICM cooling rate, we can determine how well AGN are able to prevent runaway cooling in a large ensemble of clusters with a wide variety of properties. In §2 we will describe the sample selection, which draws from several differently-defined samples in the literature in an attempt to sample a large swath of multi-dimensional parameter space, and how we measure both the SFR and the ICM cooling rate. In §3 we provide an updated, qualitative assessment of the "cooling flow problem", measuring the cooling efficiency for a sample of 107 well-studied systems using the latest data from a wide variety of telescopes. In §4, we present a more quantitative examination of the SFR-Ṁ cool relation, quantifying the slope and scatter as a function of cooling rate. In §5, we interpret these results for lowmass systems, while in §6 we consider the opposite end of the mass spectrum, including a discussion of the effects of the black hole accretion rate on the ICM cooling rate. In §7 we examine the redshift dependence on the cooling flow problem, before summarizing our results and making concluding remarks in §8.
Throughout this work we assume ΛCDM cosmology with H 0 = 70 km s
Unless otherwise stated, quoted scatters and uncertainties are 1σ RMS.
2. DATA & ANALYSIS 2.1. Galaxy, Group, and Cluster Samples The goal of this work is to compare the maximum cooling rate of the ICM (Ṁ cool ) to the observed star formation rate (SFR) in the central galaxy for a large and diverse sample of galaxies, groups, and clusters. The ratio of these two quantities provides an estimate of the cooling efficiency (ǫ cool ≡ SF R/Ṁ cool ) of the hot gas, which is some combination of a hot-phase cooling efficiency (10 7 K → 10 4 K) and the star formation efficiency. We would like to measure ǫ cool for a variety of systems, spanning a large range in redshift, mass, cooling rate, and AGN activity, and determine how ǫ cool scales which each of these quantities.
There is no single sample that spans a suitable range in mass and redshift, while also having measurements of the BCG star formation rate, the AGN activity (e.g., jet power), and available Chandra data to measure the cooling rate of the ICM. Instead, we will draw from multiple samples which, when combined or considered individually, will allow us to assess the importance of various properties on the measured value of the cooling efficiency, ǫ cool . These samples, which each contribute an important subset to the total population, are described below in detail.
2.1.1. Russell et al. (2013) : AGN Activity One of the primary goals of this work is to study how the suppression of star formation in BCGs depends on the properties of the central AGN. To establish this, we begin with the sample of 57 systems from Russell et al. (2013) , all of which have estimates of the radiative luminosity of the AGN, the jet power, the black hole mass, and the black hole accretion rate. These systems span a range in mass from isolated massive elliptical galaxies to rich clusters and, more importantly, include central galaxies with black hole accretion rates ranging from ∼10 −6 to ∼1.0 times the Eddington rate. This will allow us to investigate whether the accretion rate of the central AGN (Ṁ BH /Ṁ edd ) is linked to the efficiency with which AGN can suppress cooling (ǫ cool ).
All sytems in this sample have suitable Chandra data to measure cooling rates -these data were used by Russell et al. (2013) to measure jet powers (via X-ray cavities) and AGN luminosities. Of these systems, 53 are classified as cool core (t cool,0 < 3 Gyr; see §2.2) and 51 of these have sufficiently reliable SFR estimates in the literature (see §2.3) and will be included in our analysis.
2.1.2. Cavagnolo et al. (2009): Improved Statistics There are a significant number of galaxies, groups, and clusters for which there exists Chandra data, and for which we could measure a cooling rate, but were not included in the analysis of Russell et al. (2013) . In an effort to improve the sample size and, thus, the statistics of any measurements we make, we include all cool core (t cool,0 < 3 Gyr) groups and clusters from the ACCEPT database (Cavagnolo et al. 2009 ) that are at z < 0.4 and that are not already included in the Russell et al. (2013) sample. This yields an additional 44 systems, all of which have sufficiently deep Chandra data to measure a cooling rate. Of these, we were able to obtain reliable SFRs for 33 systems, which we add to our sample. These systems span a large range of mass, providing improved statistics specifically atṀ cool > 100 M ⊙ yr −1 .
Fogarty et al. (2017): Rare, Massive Systems
There are relatively few systems in either the Russell et al. (2013) or Cavagnolo et al. (2009) samples withṀ cool ∼ 1000 M ⊙ yr −1 . Such systems are rare, corresponding to relaxed clusters with M 500 ∼ 10 15 M ⊙ (e.g., the Phoenix cluster; McDonald et al. 2012) . In an effort to populate this extreme end of parameter space in a relatively unbiased way, we include 11 massive clusters from Fogarty et al. (2017) , which are drawn from the CLASH 1 survey. These systems span ∼5-30 × 10 14 M ⊙ in mass, have robust SFR estimates based on 16-filter optical-infrared data from Hubble (Fogarty et al. 2017) , and have deep Chandra data (Donahue et al. 2014) . These high masses correspond to high cooling rates, spanningṀ cool ∼ 300 − 2000 M ⊙ yr −1 for this 11-cluster sample. The inclusion of these rare, massive systems improves our understanding of the scatter in SFR at fixed cooling rate for the most massive (and most rapidly cooling) systems.
In addition to these 11 systems, we further include the Perseus (e.g., Fabian et al. 2003; Canning et al. 2014) and Phoenix (McDonald et al. 2012) clusters, which have extreme cooling and star formation rates but are not included in the Russell et al. (2013) or ACCEPT samples.
Fraser-McKelvie et al. (2014): Completeness
One potentially large source of bias in this analysis is that we rely on the literature to provide estimates of the BCG SFR. This could lead to a bias towards "exciting" systems (those with high ǫ cool ), which are likely overrepresented in the literature. Further, we suspect that many non-detections are missing from the literature, which means that a literature search for the SFR 1 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/clash/ of a given system will inevitably be biased high, especially as we approach typical sensitivity limits ( 0.1 M ⊙ yr −1 ). To determine how important these biases are, we include a luminosity-complete sample from Fraser-McKelvie et al. (2014) . This analysis considered a volume-limited (z < 0.1) sample of galaxy groups and clusters that was complete above L X > 10 44 erg s −1 . Unfortunately, not all of these systems have suitable Chandra data with which we can measure the cooling rate. To maximize completeness, we make a luminosity cut at L X > 3.3 × 10 44 erg s −1 , above which the sample is maximally represented in the Chandra archive, with >93% having suitable X-ray data. This sample has a total of 33 cool cores, 12 of which are not yet included in this sample. When considering selection biases, we will isolate this sample of 33 groups and clusters, which is representative of the true cluster population within z < 0.1.
In total, the sample comprises 107 galaxies, groups, and clusters drawn from several literature sources. Within this large, inhomogeneous sample are several subsamples which allow us to examine trends in ǫ cool as a function of AGN and cluster properties, and to assess the systematic biases in our literature-based selection.
Cooling Rates
We define the "classical" cooling rate in this work in a straightforward and easy-to-calculate way,
where r cool is the radius within which the cooling time is less than 3 Gyr, and t cool is defined to be 3 Gyr. While this quantity is often derived with respect to a cooling time of 7.7 Gyr (the time since z = 1), we choose instead a shorter timescale to more closely probe the active cooling. In McDonald et al. (2010 McDonald et al. ( , 2011a , we showed that thermal instabilities (traced by Hα-emitting filaments) extend to a radius within which the cooling time is 3 Gyr in the most extended cases, such as Perseus, Abell 1795, Abell 2597, Sersic 159-03, and NGC 4325. Thus, this choice of radius allows us to probe the maximum cooling rate over a volume where there is evidence that cooling actually occurs. To calculate the cooling rate, we require density and temperature profiles over a large radial range. These are available for many of our systems from the ACCEPT 2 database (Cavagnolo et al. 2009 ). We note that, while it has recently been found that ACCEPT profiles may be biased in the innermost bins (Lakhchaura et al. 2016 ), this does not have a large effect onṀ cool which is measured, on average, on scales of ∼50-100 kpc. Further, we have re-fit the thermodynamic profiles provided by the ACCEPT collaboration with the analytic profiles described in Vikhlinin et al. (2006) for both the temperature and density profiles. We have compared these recomputedṀ cool values to those from Vikhlinin et al. (2009) for systems overlapping between the two samples, finding an average difference of 10.0 ± 9.6%, suggesting that the ACCEPT data products are of sufficient quality for this work.
A total of 70 systems had density and temperature profiles available from ACCEPT. For the remaining 37 systems, we obtained Chandra data from the archive and measured deprojected density and temperature profiles, following the methodology laid out in Vikhlinin et al. (2006) and using the latest version of CIAO (v4.7) and CALDB (v4.7. 3) at the time of writing. Once deprojected thermodynamic profiles were extracted, these data were treated in the same way as the ACCEPT profiles, allowing for a uniform analysis.
Given a deprojected density and temperature profile, we calculate the cooling rate assuming
where we assume n p = 0.92n e , n H = 0.83n e , and Λ(T, Z) is the cooling function assuming Z ⊙ /3 metallicity (Tozzi & Norman 2001) . The cooling time profile is calculated in this way for each of the 107 galaxies, groups, and clusters in our sample, from which we can estimate the radius at which t cool = 3 Gyr. Integrating the gas density within a sphere bounded by this radius provides an estimate of the total mass available for cooling, from which we can derive the maximum cooling rate from Equation 1. We calculate 1,000 cooling time and cooling rate profiles assuming Gaussian errors on the temperature and density profiles, allowing for a Monte Carlo calculation of the uncertainties on the cooling time, t cool , the cooling radius, r cool , and the classical cooling rate,Ṁ cool . We note that this cooling rate approximates the maximum allowed cooling rate for each systems, and should not be confused with the spectroscopic cooling rate (see e.g., Peterson et al. 2003; Peterson & Fabian 2006; Molendi et al. 2016) , which measures the amount of gas that is, in fact, cooling through some specific temperature or gas phase.
Star Formation Rates
Our goal in assembling SFRs for each of the BCGs in the sample is to provide a reliable estimate based on either a variety of methods or a single, robust method, to assess the systematic uncertainties in the estimate, and to avoid, wherever possible, contamination from AGN. To this end, we first isolate systems for which we either know or suspect the presence of an AGN, which could contaminate the SFR estimate. This characterization is made based on a combination of a literature search for each system as well as a measurement of the W1-W2 color from the WISE mission (Stern et al. 2005; Wright et al. 2010) . Based on the mid-IR color criteria of Stern et al. (2005) , we find evidence for an AGN which may contaminate the estimate of SFR in the following systems: H1821+643, IRAS 09104+4109, Cygnus A, RBS 797, 3C295, 3C388, Zw2089, Abell 1068, and Abell 2667. For each of these systems, we require an estimate of the SFR that either spatially or spectrally separates the AGN and starburst component. We were unable to find such well-measured SFRs for 3C295 or 3C388, so we will refer to SFRs for these systems as upper limits. For the remaining 7 systems, along with Phoenix and Perseus, we obtained either spatially decomposed (Abell 611, RBS797; Cavagnolo et al. 2011; Donahue et al. 2015) or spectrally decomposed (H1821+643, 3C186, IRAS 09104+4109, Abell 2667, Cygnus A, Zw2089, Phoenix, Perseus; Privon et al. 2012; Rawle et al. 2012; Ruiz et al. 2013; Mittal et al. 2015; Podigachoski et al. 2015; Mittal et al. 2017 ) SFR estimates.
For the 11 massive clusters in the sample of Fogarty et al. (2017) , we use the published SFRs. These SFRs are derived based on 16+ band Hubble Space Telescope imaging, with careful modeling of the underlying stellar populations -these estimates are significantly more secure than typical BCG SFRs and include a careful estimate of the systematic uncertainties in stellar populations and internal extinction. For systems in the Russell et al. (2013) and ACCEPT samples with no obvious AGN contamination, which comprise the bulk of this sample (75/107), we determine SFRs based on an ensemble of measurements from the literature. For the vast majority of these measurements, the reported uncertainty reflects only the measurement uncertainty on the single flux used to derive the SFR (e.g., f Hα , f UV , f 24µm , etc), and does not include uncertainty in, for example, ionization sources, dust extinction, dust emission, AGN contamination, etc. In an effort to properly assess the uncertainty on the SFR in these systems, we acquire multiple measurements for each system from the literature, based on different techniques/data, and measure the scatter in these measurements. Specifically, for each system we measure the logarithmic mean and the log-normal scatter in the SFR from the available literature measurements. This measured scatter, which is used as the "real" uncertainty on the SFR, is more representative of the difficulty in constraining the SFR, given uncertainty in the initial mass function, intrinsic extinction, etc. We obtained 302 SFR estimates for these 75 systems from the literature, based on IR dust emission (O'Dea et al. 2008; Hoffer et al. 2012; Rawle et al. 2012; Fraser-McKelvie et al. 2014) , UV stellar continuum (Hicks et al. 2010; Hoffer et al. 2012; Bai et al. 2015) , emission lines (Macchetto et al. 1996; Cavagnolo et al. 2009; McDonald et al. 2010; Donahue et al. 2011) , and optical SED fitting (Amblard et al. 2014; Chang et al. 2015; Mittal et al. 2015; Salim et al. 2016) . In addition, we infer the dust-corrected SFR based on the combination of archival GALEX UV continuum and mid-IR WISE emission for 72 of these systems, following Hao et al. (2011) , which provides an additional nonliterature estimate for the bulk of our systems. This leads to a total input of 374 SFR measurements for 75 systems, or an average of 5 independent measurements per system, allowing us to constrain the measurement scatter.
Finally, for clusters in the Fraser-McKelvie et al. (2014) sample, we recompute SFRs based on the 12µm flux. As discussed in Green et al. (2016) , the SFRs published in this work lack an important k-correction, which leads to systematically biased measurements. Beginning with the published photometry in Fraser-McKelvie et al. (2014) and following the methodology in Green et al. (2016) , we compute the expected 12µm flux for a passive population as a function of redshift, and subtract this from the observed 12µm emission for each BCG. These continuum-subtracted 12µm fluxes are then converted to SFRs following Cluver et al. (2014) . This reanalysis leads to a significantly higher number of nondetections than were presented in Fraser-McKelvie et al. (2014) . These SFRs, including measured upper limits, will be used for an assessment of biases in the literature.
In Tables 1-5 we provide the classical cooling rate and BCG SFR for each cluster in our sample for which we Mittal et al. (2017) have made this measurement or obtained it from the literature.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ICM
COOLING RATE AND THE BCG STAR FORMATION RATE In Figure 1 , we show the measured star formation rates and the classical cooling rates for the full sample of 107 galaxies, groups, and clusters described in §2. This figure reveals several interesting trends, both old and new. First, we find that there are no systems for which the BCG has a SFR significantly higher than the predicted ICM cooling rate, suggesting that the latter represents an upper limit on the former. The overall distribution of points does not appear to be well-described by a single slope, suggesting multiple physical processes at play. At the low-Ṁ cool end, the star formation rate appears to be +1.30 ± 0.04 <−1.46 F14, G16 ZWCL1742.1+3306 −0.36 ± 0.05 −0.11 ± 0.12 F14, G16 .
Note. -Groups and clusters in the volume-complete sample that appear in Tables 1-4 have been excluded here. See §2.1.4 for a description of the sample. Wise band 3 photometry was acquired from Fraser-McKelvie et al. (2014) , and star formation rates recomputed following Green et al. (2016) , as described in §2.3 uncorrelated with the cooling rate -we will investigate this further in §4. At cooling rates above ∼10 M ⊙ yr −1 , the SFR is correlated with the cooling rate, with typical ratios between ∼1-10%. We will refer to this ratio as ǫ cool , or the efficiency with which the hot gas cools and forms stars. For systems at the high-Ṁ cool end, we see a potential increase in ǫ cool , with the bulk of systems aṫ M cool ∼ 1000 M ⊙ yr −1 having ǫ cool ∼ 0.1-1.0. We will investigate this trend further in §5. We find no deviations from the overall trend between samples, with the R13, ACCEPT, and CLASH samples all overlapping.
Over a narrow range in cooling rates aroundṀ cool ∼ 500 M ⊙ yr −1 , Fogarty et al. (2015) showed that there were two orders of magnitude of scatter in BCG star formation rates for massive clusters in the CLASH sample -this trend is replicated in Figure 1 , with well-studied starburst-BCG systems such as Perseus and Phoenix lying at the extreme end of this distribution. At the opposite end (low-SFR) of this distribution are less wellstudied systems, such as RBS797 and MS2137-2353, which have classical cooling rates of ∼1000 M ⊙ yr −1 but star formation rates of only ∼2 M ⊙ yr −1 . We will investigate further in §5 the differences between these highly efficient and highly inefficient cooling systems.
In Figure 2 , we show the data from Figure 1 , binned by classical cooling rate in equally-spaced logarithmic bins. This figure makes more clear the strong correlation between star formation rate and cooling rate atṀ cool > 10 M ⊙ yr −1 , and the flattening of the trend atṀ cool < 10 Fig. 2. -The same data as Figure 1 , but logarithmically binned in cooling rate. This figure demonstrates the roughly uniform slope for systems withṀ cool > 10 M ⊙ yr −1 and the flattening atṀ cool < 10M ⊙ yr −1 . For all points, the 1σ scatter is enclosed by the diamond, while the median value and the uncertainty on the median, is shown by the black cross. These data support a picture in which cooling is suppressed by, on average, a factor of ∼50 in massive systems. This suppression factor ranges, on a system-bysystem basis, from several hundred (fully suppressed), to as low as 0 (unsuppressed).
M ⊙ yr −1 . In the four bins withṀ cool > 10 M ⊙ yr −1 , which span more than two orders of magnitude in cooling rate, we measure median star formation rates corresponding to 1.8%, 1.1%, 1.5%, and 3.6% of the cooling rate. This tight correlation implies that the process responsible for regulating cooling is equally capable of quenching small amounts of cooling and massive cooling flows. For systems withṀ cool < 10 M ⊙ yr −1 , we measure only a small range in the median star formation rates (0.14-0.23 M ⊙ yr −1 ), despite a factor of 20 difference in cooling rates. This implies one of several scenarios: that cooling is becoming more efficient in lowmass halos, that there is a non-ICM origin for the cool gas fueling star formation, that we are missing a population of low-mass systems with star formation rates <0.01 M ⊙ yr −1 , or that the star formation rates are being overestimated at the low end. We will investigate these possibilities further in §4.
Given that the slope in Figure 2 appears to be roughly uniform for systems withṀ cool > 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , we can consider the distribution of "cooling efficiencies" (ǫ cool , the star formation rate normalized to the cooling rate) for this subsample of systems. In Figure 3 , we show that the distribution of ǫ cool is log-normal, with a peak at 1.4 ± 0.4%. This is fully consistent with the canonical "1%" that is typically quoted. This efficiency would, of course, be slightly lower if we considered the more widely used cooling radius defined by a cooling time of 7.7 Gyr. The width of this distribution, ∼0.6 dex, is quite high -at a fixed cooling rate, it implies BCG star formation rates spanning more than three orders of magnitude for samples of >100 clusters. This suggests that the coupling between AGN feedback and cooling is far from perfect, and that BCGs in cool cores likely experience periods of highly efficient star formation followed by periods of quenching. We note that a possible straight- forward interpretation of lognormal distributions in the mass rate properties (including the BH accretion rates) resides in chaotic cold accretion, which is a turbulencedriven mechanism based on the multiplicative, lognormal process of eddies cascading into progressively smaller eddies (Gaspari et al. 2017a) .
Figures 1-3 reveal several interesting trends, including a tight correlation between the star formation and cooling rate that flattens out at low cooling rates, with a potential upturn at the high-Ṁ cool end, and with significant scatter in SFR at fixedṀ cool . In the following sections we will investigate the SFR-Ṁ cool relationship in more detail and speculate on the physical origin of each these different features.
THE SLOPE AND SCATTER OF THE SFR-Ṁ COOL RELATION
Figures 1 and 2 suggest that the slope of theṀ cool -SFR relation varies as a function ofṀ cool . To assess this quantitatively, we divide the data into four logarithmically-spaced bins in cooling rate and fit the data in each bin with a function of the form SF R = A * Ṁ B cool ± C, where C is a log-normal scatter. These fits were performed using the software linmix err 3 (Kelly 2007) which is a Bayesian approach to linear regression that incorporates uncertainties in both parameters, properly treats non-detections, and includes intrinsic scatter in the fitting. For these fits, we include as upper limits those systems for which the AGN contamination could not be fully removed (2) and those for which star formation is not detected (6), yielding 8 upper limits.
We show the results of these fits in Figure 4 . In the two bins for whichṀ cool < 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , the slope is consistent with flat (B = −0.22±0.40, B = −0.25±0.49), while atṀ cool > 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , the slope increases and is consistent with a single value, greater than unity, over Figure 1 . These data are divided into four chunks in cooling rate, with each chunk being independently fit with a function of the form SF R = AṀ B cool ± C, where C is a log-normal scatter. The black line shows the best fit, while the dark red region shows the 1σ allowable range of fits. The orange region shows the best fit including scatter. Upper middle: Best fit values of the cooling efficiency, ǫ cool ≡ SF R/Ṁ cool . For each fit, we show the allowable value of ǫ cool at the midpoint of the bin. Upper right: Probability distribution for the fit parameter C. This panel demonstrates that the scatter is consistent with being constant across all fits. Lower panels: The same as above, but considering only two bins inṀ cool rather than four.
two decades inṀ cool (B = 1.62 ± 0.42, B = 2.37 ± 0.74). For cooling rates of 100 M ⊙ yr −1 , a typical value for cool core clusters, we find ǫ cool = 0.012±0.003. This efficiency appears to be considerably higher for the most massive (ǫ cool = 0.05 ± 0.02) and least massive (ǫ cool = 0.3 ± 0.1) systems. There is no evidence for the scatter depending onṀ cool , with all four bins having similar scatters of ∼0.5 dex.
Given that there is no statistical difference in the slope and scatter between the two low-Ṁ cool and two high-M cool bins, we combine these into wider bins in order to improve the fit statistics. The results of these fits are shown in the lower panels of Figure 4 . We find, for low-Ṁ cool systems (0.1-30.0 M ⊙ yr −1 ), that SF R ∝Ṁ 0.00±0.15 cool . This flat slope may be due to a variety of effects, both physical and systematic -we will address these in detail in §5. Assuming that the star formation is indeed fueled by the cooling ICM, at the midpoint of this bin (Ṁ cool ∼ 2 M ⊙ yr −1 ) the implied cooling efficiency is ǫ cool = 0.10 ± 0.02. Due to the slope being flat, this efficiency will continue to rise towards lower values ofṀ cool .
For high-Ṁ cool systems (30-3000 M ⊙ yr −1 ), we measure a slope of SF R ∝Ṁ 1.59±0.18 cool . The fact that this slope is greater than unity implies that more massive systems, which tend to have higher cooling rates, are able to cool more efficiently than their low-mass counterparts. This may be signaling a "saturation" of AGN feedback -we will discuss this further in §6. The implied cooling efficiency for systems withṀ cool = 300 M ⊙ yr −1 is 0.021 ± 0.004, which is consistent with the value measured by simply collapsing all of the data into a histogram ( Figure 3 ) and represents the most precise estimate of the cooling efficiency to date in cool core groups and clusters.
We measure the intrinsic scatter of the SFR-Ṁ cool relation for systems withṀ cool > 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , finding a log-normal scatter of 0.52 ± 0.06 dex. The similarity between this measurement and the value obtained by simply collapsing all of the data into a histogram ( Figure  3) suggests that the large scatter observed in Figure 1 is dominated by intrinsic scatter, rather than measurement uncertainties. As discussed in the previous section, this supports a picture in which the cooling-feedback balance is only well-regulated on very long time periods, with short periods of over-cooling and over-heating leading to large scatter in the SFR at fixedṀ cool .
In summary, the median cluster withṀ cool ∼ 300 M ⊙ yr −1 harbors a BCG in which the SFR is 2.1 ± 0.4% of the cooling rate, with an intrinsic cluster-to-cluster scatter of 0.52 ± 0.06 dex. This scatter appears to be independent of cooling rate, to the degree with which it can be constrained. The slope of this relation is greater than unity, suggesting that the highest mass systems have more efficient cooling than their low-mass counterparts. At M cool < 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , the trend flattens out, with the SFR becoming independent of the cooling rate (SFR ∝Ṁ 0.00±0.15 cool ). In the following sections, we will attempt to provide a physical interpretations for each of these various features. In Figures 1, 2, ). For the systems with the lowestṀ cool , ǫ cool approaches ∼100%, two orders of magnitude higher than for systems with cooling rates >10 M ⊙ yr −1 . As discussed in §3, this trend could be due to one of many scenarios, including (but not limited to) the following: i) the observed star formation in lowmass systems is not due to cooling of the hot ICM, but rather to some other source of cool gas, and so should not be correlated with the cooling rate or have its upper limit bound by the cooling rate; ii) we are missing a large (N > 100) population of low mass systems with cooling rates of 0.1-1.0 M ⊙ yr −1 , and the few systems we do see are >3σ outliers; or iii) SFRs measured in the lowestmass systems are biased high, either due to an inability to constrain SFRs as low as ∼0.001 M ⊙ yr −1 , or a higher fraction of AGN contamination.
ELEVATED STAR FORMATION RATES IN SLOWLY-COOLING SYSTEMS
We can address the second and third possibilities by considering a luminosity-complete subsample of groups and clusters drawn from Fraser-McKelvie et al. (2014) , with proper treatment of SFR non-detections. For systems at z < 0.1 and L X > 3.3 × 10 44 ergs s −1 , there is available Chandra data for >93% of systems, allowing us to measureṀ cool following §2.2. As discussed in §2.3, we have remeasured SFRs for each of these systems, carefully applying k-corrections and subtracting stellar continuum emission, following Green et al. (2016) . As a result of this more careful re-analysis, we infer upper limits on the SFR for 13/31 systems, primarily at the low-Ṁ cool end. Measuring the slope of the SFR-Ṁ cool relation for systems with 0.1 <Ṁ cool < 60 M ⊙ yr −1 , and incorporating these non-detections, yields a value of −0.43
−0.57 , consistent at the ∼1σ level with the value of 0.00 ± 0.15 measured for the full sample. We note that this measurement is made over a slightly larger baseline inṀ cool in order to have enough detections to constrain the slope, scatter, and zero point. At the high-Ṁ cool end, the slope is poorly constrained (1.93 +0.66 −0.54 ) due to the lack of massive systems in a volume-limited sample, but it is still consistent with the measurement for the full sample. These results are shown in Figure 5 , and imply that neither sample completeness or biases towards detections are driving the flattening of the slope at low-Ṁ cool .
Given that the elevated SFRs (compared to the canonical 1% cooling efficiency) at low values ofṀ cool are not entirely due to measurement or selection biases, we investigate the potential that the relevant physics is changing Figure 4 , but only showing groups and clusters satisfying L X > 3.3 × 10 44 erg s −1 and z < 0.1 and using uniformly-measured SFRs, including upper limits. We fit a function of the form SF R = A * Ṁ B cool ± C to these systems separately in two regimes,Ṁ cool > 10 M ⊙ yr −1 andṀ cool < 60 M ⊙ yr −1 , finding consistent fits to the full sample (Figure 4 ). This suggests that the two-slope behavior of the SFR-Ṁ cool relation is not due to sample incompleteness or biases in the SFR estimates. Figure 2 , overplotted on the full sample (shown with dark blue contours). We compare the data to a simple toy model, representing the recycling of gas lost by evolved stars (Ṁ ISM ; red). Assuming simple scaling relations between the classical cooling rate, the cluster mass, and the BCG stellar mass (see §5), we expect thatṀ ISM ∼ 1.07×Ṁ 0.19 ICM . This model assumes that, given a reservoir of cool gas, star formation is efficient at a level of ∼15% (e.g., Lada & Lada 2003) . This model, which has essentially only one free, but constrained, parameter (recooling efficiency) provides an excellent match to the data at the low-Ṁ cool end, suggesting that the cooling ICM is not providing the fuel for star formation in systems withṀ cool 30 M ⊙ yr −1 .
as a function of mass. The simplest explanation for the upturn at lowṀ cool is that there is a secondary source of fuel for star formation in these systems. One possibility is that the frequency of gas rich mergers in groups or isolated ellipticals is higher than in massive, rich clusters. However, looking at the 10 lowest mass systems in our sample, there is no evidence for recent/ongoing merging activity. Another, more likely, possibility is that mass loss from evolved stars is fueling star formation at a low level in all ellipticals (e.g. Mathews & Brighenti 2003; Voit & Donahue 2011) . Using total masses from Main et al. (2017) for 34 overlapping clusters, we can derive an empirical relationship betweenṀ cool and total cluster mass, findingṀ cool ∝ M 1.8 . From this, we use the M 500 -M * ,BCG relation from Kravtsov et al. (2014) , and the relation between M * ,BCG and the amount of mass lost by evolved stars (Mathews & Brighenti 2003) to derive the amount of available gas from stellar mass loss as a function of ICM cooling rate, findingṀ stars = 1.07×Ṁ
0.19
ICM . The slope of this predicted powerlaw relationship is consistent with the value of 0.00 ± 0.15 that we measure for low-mass systems. We show this curve in Figure 6 , where we have assumed an efficiency of star formation out of the recycled ISM gas of 15%, consistent with the 10-30% quoted by Lada & Lada (2003) . Figure 6 demonstrates that the flattening of the SFR as a function ofṀ cool at low values ofṀ cool can be attributed to the re-cooling of material ejected from evolved stars in the elliptical galaxy, following Mathews & Brighenti (2003) . Assuming reasonable star formation efficiencies out of this processed material (Lada & Lada 2003) , coupled with a consistent ∼1% cooling flow at all masses, allows us to predict the SFR over ∼4 orders of magnitude in classical cooling rate. Given that there is no evidence for runaway cooling in these systems -indeed, the amount of AGN feedback is actually higher for low-mass systems than is needed to offset cooling (Rafferty et al. 2006; Nulsen et al. 2009 ) -we find this explanation to be the most plausible.
ELEVATED STAR FORMATION RATES IN THE
MOST RAPIDLY-COOLING SYSTEMS There is some evidence in Figure 4 for an increase in the slope of the SFR-Ṁ cool relation at the high-Ṁ cool end. We investigate this further by splitting the sample of galaxies, groups, and clusters with 10 <Ṁ cool < 2000 M ⊙ yr −1 into four bins (10-40, 40-140, 140-530, 530-2000) , and fitting each of these individually with a fixed slope of unity. This allows us to determine whether we are seeing a changing slope (which cause a changing normalization over the small bins), a changing scatter, both, or neither. We note that, due to the small number of points per bin, one of the slope, scatter, or normalization must be fixed.
In Figure 7 we show the results of this test. For systems in the two bins withṀ cool < 140 M ⊙ yr −1 , we measure cooling efficiencies of 0.8-1.0%, consistent with the canonical value of 1%. Since these two bins have statistically consistent fits, we combine them, finding ǫ cool = 0.8 +0.3 −0.2 %. In the 140 <Ṁ cool < 530 M ⊙ yr −1 bin, we measure ǫ cool = 2.2 +0.8 −0.6 %, while in the 530 <Ṁ cool < 2000 M ⊙ yr −1 bin, we measure ǫ cool = 3.7 +1.7 −1.2 %. These three measurements imply a roughly four-fold increase (at a confidence level of 3.3σ) in the cooling efficiency of galaxies, groups, and clusters over the range 10 <Ṁ cool < 2000 M ⊙ yr −1 . We note that, over more than two orders of magnitude in cooling rate, we see no change in the scatter of this relation, with all bins being fully consistent with the value of 0.52 dex measured for the full sample.
The increase in cooling efficiency at the high-Ṁ cool may be due to selection effects -we deliberately included systems like Perseus, Phoenix, IRAS09104+4109 and H1821+643 in our sample, all of which have central starburst BCGs. However, in Figure 1 we see a clear dearth of systems with cooling efficiencies >10% and cooling rates of 10-300 M ⊙ yr −1 . Such systems ought to be well-known, as they would harbor very star-forming BCGs and likely strong AGN feedback. Given that such systems are often the targets of intense multi-wavelength follow-up campaigns, it is unlikely that this dearth of highly-efficient cooling flows is an incompleteness issue.
If the star formation rate per unit cooling gas is indeed enhanced in the most massive systems, one of two possibilities emerge: that either the cooling from hot to cold is more efficient or that the conversion of cool gas into stars is more efficient in these systems. To test the latter hypothesis, we would need estimates of the cool gas reservoir for these systems -we defer such an analysis to a future paper where we will combine these data with new and existing measurements of the gas content for a large sample of galaxies, groups, and clusters. Instead, we will assume here that the increased SFRs indicate an increase in the cooling efficiency of the hot gas in these systems.
In Figure 1 , it is clear that the majority of systems hosting strong central AGN also have high cooling rates. The accretion rate onto the central supermassive black hole can be related to the large-scale cooling rate by the following proportionality:
cool , (3) where we assume that the black hole accretion rate goes like the X-ray luminosity in the core (Gaspari & Sadowski 2017) , which in turn is proportional to the temperature and cooling rate of the cluster. This accretion rate is capped at the Eddington rate, where radiation pressure offsets the gravitational pull of the black hole. The Eddington rate scales with the black hole mass, which is proportional to the central galaxy mass (McConnell & Ma 2013) , which is only weakly dependent on the cluster mass (Kravtsov et al. 2014) :
Combining these two equations, we predict thaṫ M acc /Ṁ Edd ∝Ṁ
1.87
cool . That is, groups and clusters with higher cooling rates ought to have central black hole accretion rates that approach the Eddington rate. In Figure 8 , we show that this relation provides an adequate description of the data, where black hole accretion rates have been taken from Russell et al. (2013) . Such a relation can lead to a steepening of the SFR-Ṁ cool relation in two ways. First, the most massive systems are more likely to reach the Eddington rate, at which point feedback should "saturate". This should lead to a flattening of the relation between the cooling rate and the accretion rate and, by extension, the amount of feedback energy.
An alternative explanation is that AGN feedback is less effectively coupled to the ICM at high black hole Figure 4 , but considering only systems withṀ cool > 10 M ⊙ yr −1 . We these systems into four chunks in cooling rate. Due to the low number of points per bin, we fix the slope to unity, considering only the change in normalization and scatter as a function of cooling rate. We find no evidence for aṀ cool dependence in the scatter at fixed SFR. On the contrary, we find that the cooling efficiency increases with increasingṀ cool , from ∼0.8% at the low-Ṁ cool end to ∼4% at the high-Ṁ cool end. Fig. 8 .-Black hole accretion rate, normalized to the Eddington rate, versus ICM cooling rate for 28 galaxies, groups, and clusters from Russell et al. (2013) . The dashed line represents the expectation assuming empirical scaling relations between the cooling rate, total mass, black hole mass, and accretion rate (see discussion in §6). This figure demonstrates that the systems with the highesṫ M cool ought to have black hole accretion rates of >1% of Eddington, which would lead to a much higher fraction of radiatively efficient (and thus mechanically inefficient) AGN in the centers of the most massive cool core clusters. This may explain the increased SFR in the most massive systems, as they are more susceptible to "flickering" between radiative and mechanical feedback. accretion rates. At high accretion rates, relative to Eddington, the power output from a supermassive black hole transitions from outflow-dominated to radiationdominated (Churazov et al. 2005 ). This transition happens at roughlyṀ acc /Ṁ Edd ∼ 0.01 (Russell et al. 2013) . While radiative feedback can be effective at quenching star formation in galaxies (e.g., Hopkins & Elvis 2010) , it may be less effective in the cluster environment. Walker et al. (2014) showed that H1821+643, which is a radiation-dominated AGN at the center of a massive galaxy cluster, appears to be cooling the surrounding hot ICM. The fact that the bulk of the accretion disk is cooler than the >10 7 K ICM means that the radiation from the AGN will lead to Compton cooling of the hot ICM. This cooling is observed as a rapid decrease in the entropy of the ICM in the inner ∼10 kpc of the cluster. Given that the mechanical output of an AGN grows with accretion rate (for low accretion rates), we expect most galaxies, groups, and clusters to be oscillating around a steady state: if a nonlinear condensation develops, the accretion rate will spike, leading to a burst of feedback, which will prevent further cooling. However, for massive clusters where the cooling rate is high, Figure  8 tells us that the black hole is accreting at a substantial fraction of the Eddington rate, and will output much of its energy in the radiative mode. The development of a thermal instability may then lead to a burst of radiative feedback, which (if H1821+643 is representative of such systems) is unable to quench cooling on large scales. Further, the amount of feedback in such system is naturally capped by the Eddington rate, despite no such cap existing on the large-scale cooling rate. The combination of these effects could lead to the accumulation of massive reservoirs of cold gas in the most massive systems, such as the Phoenix cluster, which can fuel massive starbursts. Such a scenario would lead to more efficient star formation in the most massive clusters (which host the strongest cooling flows), as these systems are the most likely to be accreting near the Eddington rate.
UNDERSTANDING THE SCATTER IN STAR
FORMATION AT FIXED COOLING RATE We measure a log-normal intrinsic scatter in SFR at fixed cooling rate of 0.52±0.06 dex for systems with cooling rates spanning 30-3000 M ⊙ yr −1 . This scatter does not appear to vary with cooling rate, nor does it appear to be primarily due to selection effects -for a luminositycomplete subsample we measure a scatter in the SFR at fixed cooling rate (forṀ cool > 10 M ⊙ yr −1 ) of 0.67
dex, consistent at the 1σ level with our measurement for the full sample. This large scatter may be due to a number of different physical processes, including (but not limited to) differing timescales between the SFR anḋ M cool measurements, imbalances in the cooling/feedback cycle, or inefficient (i.e., radiative) feedback dominating in some systems. We will discuss each of these points below. The SFR estimates used here, based on emission lines, UV continuum, and re-radiated dust emission, probe O and B stars, with lifetimes of 1-100 yr. The bulk of this star formation is typically contained within <10 kpc (McDonald et al. 2011a; Tremblay et al. 2015 ). In contrast, the cooling rates that we calculate are timeaveraged on scales of 3 Gyr, and are measured on scales of ∼100 kpc. This larger aperture is partially motivated by observation (see §2.2), and partially by necessitythere is often not sufficient quality X-ray data to quantify the cooling rates on smaller scales. In the left panel of Figure 9 we attempt to address this issue, plotting the cooling efficiency as a function of the cooling rate measured in the inner 10 kpc (t cool,0 ). If the dominant source of scatter in the SFR-Ṁ cool relation is due to mismatching timescales between cooling and star formation, we would expect the scatter to correlate with this more localized measurement. We see no evidence that the scatter is related to the central cooling time, finding consistent scatters between systems with short (<0.6 Gyr) central cooling times and long (>0.6 Gyr) central cooling times.
Another possibility is that the scatter in the SFR at fixedṀ cool is related to the balance between heating and cooling. We examine this possibility in the middle panel of Figure 9 , where we plot the cooling efficiency as a function of the ratio of the cooling luminosity (L cool ) to the mechanical power of the AGN (P cav ). For systems where the AGN power is significantly greater than or less than the cooling luminosity, we measure a scatter in SFR at fixedṀ cool of 1 dex. On the other hand, if we consider systems for which the AGN power is within a factor of two of the cooling luminosity (i.e., well-regulated), the scatter drops to ∼0.4 dex. This difference is only marginally significant (∼1σ). Interestingly, we find a tendency towards low SFR for systems where cooling dominates feedback (the 4 systems with the lowest cooling efficiency are all cooling-dominated systems). This runs counter to the expectation, that cooling ought to proceed more efficiently in systems with under-powered AGN. This may indicate that feedback is needed to "stimulate" cooling (following McNamara et al. 2016) , leading to enhanced SFRs in systems with stronger feedback, or that there is a significant delay between the disappearance of bubbles and the onset of cooling in the feedback loop.
Finally, we consider the possibility that the type of feedback is important in setting the scatter in the SFR-M cool relation. In the right panel we show the cooling efficiency as a function of the fraction of the AGN power output in radiation (L nuc /[P cav + L nuc ]), where L nuc is the radiative power of the nucleus and P cav is the mechanical power. We find here that the scatter is weakly correlated with the fraction of AGN power in the radiative mode, with the most star-forming systems also having the most radiatively efficient AGN. Likewise, if we consider the scatter in ǫ cool for systems with X-raybright AGN versus those without X-ray-bright AGN, we find that the former has a factor of ∼2 larger scatter. We note that this trend is likely not driving the scatter over the bulk of the relation, but rather may be driving the upturn in cooling efficiency for the most massive systems, as described in §6. For systems with AGN accreting at <1% of the Eddington rate, there is no difference in scatter for systems with X-ray bright AGN and without.
There is some evidence that the properties of the AGN are responsible for driving the scatter in cooling efficiency, though with these data we are unable to pin down the exact mechanism responsible for driving the scatter. It appears likely from Figure 9 that both radiative feedback and mechanical feedback contribute some amount to the scatter, with minimal scatter being achieved when the mechanical AGN power is well matched to the cooling luminosity. We require a larger sample of systems for which we measure both the SFR and mechanical power of the AGN to say with any certainty if this is the case. We note that there is likely some intrinsic non-zero scatter that is independent of the feedback cycle that can be attributed to the chaotic condensation of cool clouds, which simulations predict ought to have an intrinsic scatter over long periods of time between 0.4-0.8 dex (Gaspari et al. 2012b,a) . 7.1. A Case Study: The Phoenix and RBS797 Clusters An interesting pair of systems to examine in detail are the Phoenix and RBS797 clusters, which provide a unique view of the scatter in SFR at fixed cooling rate. Table 6 provides a comparison of these systems, showing that their total mass, cooling rate, black hole accretion rate, AGN mechanical power, central entropy, and central cooling time are all remarkably similar. These both appear to be systems with strong cooling (Ṁ cool > 1000 M ⊙ yr −1 ) that is being offset by a recent (t buoy ∼ 30 Myr) outburst of powerful (P cav ∼ 5 × 10 45 erg/s) AGN activity. The only major differences between these two systems are their nuclear X-ray luminosity, which differ by a factor of ∼25, and their BCG star formation rates, which differ by a factor of ∼100. These two systems span the full range of SFR observed in the most massive, strongly-cooling systems (see Figure 1) .
It may be that we are observing two very similar systems at different epochs in the heating/cooling cycle. The star formation rate in RBS797 was derived based on a UV luminosity, which is ∼25 times fainter than for Phoenix. If star formation was quenched a short time ago in RBS797, we would expect much fainter UV emission for a fixed starburst mass. As an example, a starburst quenched 60 Myr ago would have an order of magnitude less near-UV flux than an ongoing starburst for the same total mass formed. In this way, RBS797 could have had the same SFR as Phoenix, but we are seeing it shortly after quenching. This scenario is unlikely for two reasons. First, the timescales needed to reconcile the different UV fluxes from these two systems is >100 Myr, which is substantially longer than the buoyant rise time of the bubbles (∼30 Myr). Second, there is evidence for strong Hβ emission in RBS797, which is indicative of a population of massive young stars, suggesting ongoing star formation. Thus, we conclude that there are, in fact, vastly different amounts of stars being formed in these two systems.
The black hole accretion rate of Phoenix is double that of RBS797, yet the radio (mechanical) output is similar. The energy released by this additional accretion appears to be purely radiative, with Phoenix having an equal split between radiative and mechanical power out- Fig. 9 .-Cooling efficiency, ǫ cool ≡ SF R/Ṁ cool , as a function of the central cooling time (left), the ratio of the cooling luminosity to the jet power (middle), and the fraction of AGN power outputted as radiation (right). In the middle and right panels, blue points represent systems for which an X-ray point source is detected at the cluster center, while red points have upper limits on the X-ray luminosity of the central AGN. This figure demonstrates that the scatter in the SFR-Ṁ cool relation is uncorrelated with the central cooling time, but does appear to correlate weakly with the properties of the central AGN. In particular, for systems where the cooling is not well-regulated by AGN feedback (i.e., greater than a factor of two difference between the cooling and feedback powers), and systems for which the central AGN is X-ray bright, we measure an increased scatter in ǫ cool . Note. -These two clusters are remarkably similar in cluster mass, cooling rate, AGN power output, bubble age, and core ICM properties. The only obvious differences between these two systems are the bolometric AGN luminosities and BCG star formation rates. put (P rad /(P rad +P mech ) ∼ 60%; McDonald et al. 2015) . For contrast, the power output of RBS797 is dominated by mechanical feedback, with only ∼4% of the power in radiation. This may be the reason for the huge difference in SFR between these two systems. If all of the feedback energy in Phoenix were, instead, purely mechanical, it would be able to quench an additional ∼1000 M ⊙ yr ), potentially halting the massive starburst. Thus, it may be that the AGN in Phoenix recently switched to a mix of radiative and mechanical feedback, which has opened the door for a short burst of runaway cooling. At lower cluster masses (and lower cooling rates), the typical black hole accretion rate is much lower (see Figure 8) , which means that chaotic, order of magnitude, variations in the accretion rate will never lead to near-Eddington accretion, while in the highest mass (and most rapidly cooling) clusters, it requires relatively small fluctuations in accretion rate to approach near-Eddington. Assuming chaotic cold accretion (Gaspari et al. 2015; Tremblay et al. 2016) , we expect high-mass systems to go through Phoenix-like and RBS7-like phases more often than low-mass systems, due to the fact that the accretion rate is oscillating around 10 −2Ṁ edd rather than 10
edd . It is also worth noting that the jets in RBS797 appear to have recently precessed by 90 degrees over the course of multiple AGN outbursts (Doria et al. 2012 ).
This would lead to a more isotropic heating than in a system with non-precessing jets, and may explain why this system appears to have minimal cooling. Identifying a large sample of clusters for which we observe precessing radio jets would allow us to quantify whether these systems are more effective at quenching cooling of the hot ICM.
The structure of the bubbles (size, distance from center, buoyant rise time) are similar between these two systems, with the only obvious difference being that Phoenix has a greater fraction of its energy output in the radiative mode, while the jets in RBS797 appears to be rapidly precessing. The net result of these difference is to lower the heating rate in Phoenix and raise the isotropic heating rate in RBS797. As shown in Gaspari et al. (2017a) , due to the recurrent inelastic collisions, chaotic cold accretion drives very rapid variability with a flicker noise power spectrum (−1 slope in frequency space). This means that we expect a few percent of times a few orders magnitude variations in the SMBH accretion rate. Such large variations will produce a near Eddington event and a temporary transition to the less efficient radiative feedback mode. This may be what is happening in Phoenix, and not happening in RBS797. These two systems, along with all of the rapidly-cooling systems presented in Figure 1 , paint a picture in which short-term cooling can span roughly 3 orders of magnitude, while long-term cooling is well regulated.
REDSHIFT EVOLUTION OF THE COOLING
FLOW PROBLEM One might expect there to be a redshift dependence to the mean value and scatter in ǫ cool if it takes some time for the cooling/feedback cycle to "settle" into its present state. Recent studies by Webb et al. (2015) , McDonald et al. (2016) , and Bonaventura et al. (2017) have shown that the BCG SFR increases by a factor of ∼100 between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 1.5 for rich clusters of galaxies. Over the same timeframe McDonald et al. (2013) showed that there was little evolution inṀ cool for massive clusters. Taken together, these results would suggest a strong evolution in the cooling efficiency of the ICM over the past ∼10 Gyr. However, the star-forming BCGs at high-z are found predominantly in unrelaxed clusters, suggesting that the origin of the SFR may come from galaxy-galaxy interactions, rather than ICM cooling (McDonald et al. 2016) . It remains unclear how the BCG SFR evolves in relaxed systems, and how that evolution is dependent on the cooling properties of the host cluster. Fig. 10 .-Cooling efficiency, ǫ cool as a function of redshift. Individual systems are shown in light blue, while binned averages are shown in black. Thick error bars represent the uncertainty on the mean, while the thin bars represent the measured 1σ scatter. This plot shows that there is no statistically significant evolution in the cooling efficiency over the narrow redshift range probed here.
In Figure 10 we investigate the evolution of ǫ cool over the redshift range 0 < z 0.5. We find no statistically significant evolution in the ratio of the BCG SFR to the ICM cooling rate over this redshift range. There is a very weak trend towards higher values of ǫ cool at higher redshifts, but we note that this sample is biased towards high-mass systems at high-z, while containing a mostly representative mass distribution at low-z. Given the higher cooling efficiencies in the highestṀ cool systems, one might expect to observe an artificial increase in ǫ cool in this plot due to selection effects. Given the small number of systems at z 0.3 in this sample, we have little ability to probe the redshift evolution of ǫ cool with this sample, and defer a proper measurement to a follow-up study focusing on a well-defined sample of high-z clusters (McDonald et al. in prep) .
9. SUMMARY We have assembled a large, inhomogeneous sample of 107 galaxies, groups, and clusters spanning ∼3 orders of magnitude in mass, ∼4 orders of magnitude in ICM cooling rate, ∼5 orders of magnitude in BCG SFR, and ∼5 orders of magnitude in black hole accretion rate. For each system, we measure the ICM cooling rate,Ṁ cool , using available Chandra data, and obtain the BCG SFR and an estimate of the systematic uncertainty in this quantity by carefully combining over 330 SFR estimates in the literature. With these data, we consider how the BCG SFR correlates with the cooling rate of the ICM, finding:
• For systems withṀ cool > 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , we find that the cooling efficiency (ǫ cool ≡ SF R/Ṁ cool ) is distributed log-normally, with a peak value of ǫ cool = 1.4 ± 0.4% ( Figure 3) and an intrinsic scatter of 0.52 ± 0.06 dex (Figure 4) . This large scatter implies that the cooling-feedback cycle is only well balanced over long time periods, with BCGs having orders of magnitude different SFR for fixedṀ cool .
• For systems withṀ cool > 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , we measure a slope in the SFR-Ṁ cool relation of 1.59 ± 0.18, suggesting that cooling is more efficient in the highest mass systems (Figure 4) . Specifically, we find that systems withṀ cool < 140 M ⊙ yr −1 have median cooling efficiencies of 0.8 1.2 %, nearly a factor of five increase. We propose that this may be due to more rapidly-cooling clusters hosting central black holes accreting at a higher fraction of the Eddington rate (Figure 8 ), leading to potential saturation of the feedback energy, and/or a transition in the dominant feedback mode from mechanical to radiative at high accretion rates.
• For systems withṀ cool < 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , we measure a weakening of the correlation between SFR andṀ cool , such that SFR ∝Ṁ 0.00±0.15 cool (Figure 4) . We show that this is not due to a selection effect or due to neglecting upper limits on SFR for nonstar-forming systems ( Figure 5 ). This flat slope is fully consistent with predictions for the re-cooling of stellar mass loss in AGB stars in the central galaxy ( Figure 6 ). This implies that, in the average system withṀ cool < 30 M ⊙ yr −1 , star formation is not linked to residual cooling of the ICM.
• The scatter in ǫ cool appears to be constant witḣ M cool . We see no evidence that the scatter is related to the cooling timescales (i.e., systems with very different central cooling times exhibit similar scatter). We find weak evidence that the scatter is related to the properties of feedback, with mildly increased scatter for systems with X-ray bright AGN and with AGN powers significantly different than the cooling luminosity. For systems with wellregulated cooling, the scatter is reduced to ∼0.4 dex.
• We present a comparison study, between the RBS797 and Phoenix clusters. These systems have remarkably similar properties in terms of their ICM (total mass, cooling rate, central entropy, central cooling time) and their radio AGN (jet power, bubble ages). Where they differ is a factor of ∼100 difference in SFR, a factor of ∼25 in AGN luminosity, and the fact that RBS797 appears to have precessing jets. We propose that these systems may represent extrema in the cooling/heating cycle, where occasional short-lived spikes in accretion can lead to radiatively-efficient feedback, preventing the efficient heating of the ICM for a short period of time, while precessing jets can lead to more isotropic heating, leading to maximally suppressed cooling.
This study presents firm constraints on the slope and scatter of the SFR-Ṁ cool relation for low-redshift galaxies, groups, and clusters. It remains an open problem how this relation evolves, or what physical processes drive the large scatter in SFR for fixedṀ cool . We intend to address these two questions via follow-up studies.
